
Efficiency Limit of Perovskite/Si Tandem Solar
Cells

Organometal-halide perovskite/Si tandem solar cells
(TSCs) have been proposed as a promising candidate
to surpass Si efficiency records. Since the first report

of a perovskite solar cell in 2009,1 their power conversion
efficiency has rapidly increased to more than 20%.2,3 In
contrast, after 60 years of research, the power conversion
efficiency of Si solar cells is slowly approaching the Auger-
recombination-constrained Shockley−Queisser limit of
29.8%.2,4 To further increase the power conversion efficiency
while simultaneously reducing the cost per kWh, new strategies
such as tandem configurations have to be applied. A TSC
consists of two or more cells that are optically coupled by
absorbing different parts of the incident spectrum. This allows
for more efficient conversion of the broad-band solar spectrum.
In a two-cell configuration, the high-energy region of the
spectrum is absorbed by the top cell, whereas the transmitted
low-energy light is absorbed by the bottom cell. Hybrid
organic−inorganic perovskite-based cells are especially well-
suited as a top cell for Si-based TSCs due to their high charge
carrier mobility, high quantum yield, long diffusion length,
sharp absorption edge, and large tunable band gap covering
almost the entire solar spectrum.5−8 Recently, it was shown that
lead halide perovskites recycle light, meaning that power
conversion efficiencies as high as those in GaAs-based solar
cells might be feasible.9

Several analyses on the limiting efficiency of TSCs have been
performed using detailed-balance calculations showing efficien-
cies up to 69.9% for an infinite number of subcells under 1 sun
illumination.10−16 A key factor for the power conversion
efficiency of TSCs is the way that the subcells are connected. A
perovskite/Si TSC can be assembled in a two-terminal series
connection where current matching is required, in a
configuration that is voltage-matched at the module level, or
as an unconstrained three- or four-terminal configuration where
both subcells are electrically independent (see Figure 1).
Monolithically integrated two-terminal,17−21 mechanically
stacked four-terminal,22−27 and spectrally split four-termi-
nal28,29 configurations have already been reported showing an
increase of the overall efficiency compared to the Si cell alone.
The highest reported efficiency is 28.0%,29 exceeding the record
Si single-junction efficiency of 25.6%.30

The three tandem configurations have an almost identical
efficiency limit of about 45% under standard test conditions
(AM1.5G, 1 kW/m2, 25 °C). However, the TSC configurations
place different constraints on the choice of band gap and the
stability of the efficiency when the incident spectrum or cell
temperature changes. The performance of the voltage-matched
two-terminal and the four-terminal configurations are most
stable against varying spectral conditions.31,32 In contrast, the
efficiency of the current-matched two-terminal configuration is
the most stable against temperature changes.33,34 These

dependencies suggest a nontrivial relation of the overall
power conversion efficiency with the environment.35,36

Here we analyze the theoretical efficiency limit of perovskite/
Si TSCs, comparing all three assembly strategies with different
perovskite band gaps under incident solar spectra measured in
two different locations with distinctly different climate
conditions. Spectral irradiance, ambient temperature, and
relative humidity data were measured in Utrecht, The
Netherlands (NL) and in Denver, Colorado, US (CO) in
2015 at an interval of 10 min during daylight hours. We use
these spectra and the associated temperature to calculate the
maximum efficiency of perovskite/Si TSCs via the detailed-
balance limit for perovskite top cells of a 1.55 eV band gap and
for the ideal perovskite band gap for the respective tandem
configuration. Note that these calculations do not take any
material specific parameters into account, which makes them
valid for any material combination with the respective band
gaps.
Limiting Ef f iciency for Various Tandem Conf igurations. In a

thermodynamic consideration of detailed-balance, the max-
imum power conversion efficiency of Si single-junction solar
cells with a perfect reflector on the back side of the cell is
limited to 33.5% for the AM1.5G spectrum at 25 °C,
considering only radiative recombination as a loss mechanism
and unitary probability that photons with an energy above the
band gap will produce one free charge carrier pair. This is
commonly referred to as the Shockley−Queisser (SQ) limit.37
The two main losses arise due to the broad nature of the solar
spectrum; photons with an energy below the band gap are
transmitted, and photons with an energy above the band gap
generate hot carriers that thermalize to the band-edge.
The most common TSC configuration is the monolithically

integrated two-terminal in which the top cell and the bottom
cell are optically stacked and electrically connected in series. In
this configuration, the voltage of both cells adds and the
photocurrent is limited by the cell producing the lower current.
Consequently, when changes in the solar spectrum generate a
mismatch between the current generated in the two subcells,
the overall efficiency is reduced. An alternative assembly for a
TSC is the use of mechanically stacked cells in either a two- or
four-terminal configuration. A mechanically stacked two-
terminal module tandem consists of n series-connected Si
bottom cells and m series-connected perovskite top cells.
Thereby, the perovskite cells can be voltage-matched with the
Si cells and electrically connected in parallel. In this
configuration, the current of the perovskite cells and the Si
cells add and the maximum conversion efficiency is limited by
the cell producing the lower voltage. A parallel connection has
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an advantage over a series connection because the open-circuit
voltage (VOC) changes only logarithmically with light intensity,
whereas the short-circuit current (ISC) changes linearly. A
module tandem is therefore more stable against spectral
variations.31 Conversely, temperature changes affect mostly
the voltage of a solar cell; hence, we expect the two-terminal
module tandem to be the least stable against temperature
changes (see the Supporting Information (SI) S1).
In an unconstrained four-terminal configuration, the top and

bottom cells are electrically independent while still being
optically coupled. A four-terminal tandem is not subject to
either current or voltage matching, meaning that each subcell
can maximize its power conversion efficiency independently.
Consequently, a four-terminal TSC is expected to be the most
stable against spectral and temperature changes.
To calculate the maximum efficiency for the different TSC

configurations, SQ-type calculations with modifications similar
to work of De Vos10 and Strandberg33 are used (see SI S2 for
details). For efficiency calculations of the module tandem, the
ideal ratio of the number of perovskite top cells to the number
of Si bottom cells depends on the perovskite band gap. We set
this ratio to 1/1.83 in order to match the efficiency-maximizing
band gap of the perovskite cell in the module configuration to
the efficiency-maximizing band gap of the perovskite cell in the
four-terminal configuration. The limiting efficiencies for the
two-terminal series tandem, the two-terminal module tandem,
and the four-terminal tandem with a Si bottom cell (EG = 1.12
eV) are shown in Figure 2. The limiting efficiency is 45.1% for

the series tandem and 45.3% for the module and the four-
terminal tandem under standard test conditions. Because the
series tandem is subject to current matching, it features a
narrow range of band gap combinations for the perovskite top
cell from 1.57 to 2.04 eV where the efficiency limit exceeds the
SQ limit of Si. The module tandem requires matching of the
photovoltage, which poses a weaker constraint on the band gap

compared to matching of the photocurrent,31 while the
electrically unconstrained four-terminal tandem allows for the
broadest choice of band gap combinations. However, both the
module and the four-terminal tandem configuration exceed the
SQ limit of Si for perovskite top cells with a band gap above
1.12 eV.
Spectral Variations in the Netherlands and in Denver. Climate

conditions determine the amount of solar radiation that reaches
the earth and affect the performance of TSC devices based on
the spectral and temperature response of the considered TSC
configuration. According to the Köppen−Geiger climate
classification,38 NL has an oceanic climate with a narrow
annual temperature range due to ocean currents, frequent
precipitation, and variable weather, in many cases featuring an
overcast sky. In contrast, CO has a steppe climate with lower
precipitation and a broader annual temperature range, which on
average is about 2 °C higher than that in NL.
The average photon energy (APE) is used to describe

spectral irradiance distributions of measured spectra (see SI S3
for details). A high APE value corresponds to a blue-rich
spectrum, whereas a low APE value corresponds to a red-rich
spectrum. The APE was shown to be a suitable index to
account for spectral irradiance variations.39−42 The standard
spectrum (AM1.5G) has an APE of 1.845 eV, calculated
between 280 and 1107 nm, that is, for photons with an energy
above the band gap of Si. The APE values of the annual average
spectrum at both locations (1.840 eV in NL and 1.850 eV in
CO) are fairly similar to the APE of the standard spectrum (see
SI S4 for the annual average spectra). However, the irradiance
of the annual average spectrum at both locations (249 W/m2 in
NL and 432 W/m2 in CO) is much lower than the irradiance of
the standard spectrum (1000 W/m2).
Figure 3 illustrates the wide distribution in measured spectral

variations in NL and in CO. Inset (1) in Figure 3a shows a
measured spectrum during a sunny day at noon in summer,
which closely follows the standard spectrum shaded in gray.
Yet, only a small fraction of the measured spectra corresponds
to the spectral distribution of the standard spectrum, indicating
the importance of considering spectral variations governed by
climate conditions for efficiency calculations of TSCs.
During winter months, spectra are considerably red-shifted

compared to the standard spectrum. An exemplary spectrum
measured during a winter morning is shown in Figure 3a, inset
(2). This seasonal effect on the spectral irradiance is due to the
higher air mass (AM) in winter than that in summer.43 A higher
AM indicates that the solar radiation covers a longer path
through the Earth’s atmosphere, which results in an increase in
wavelength-dependent Rayleigh scattering and selective ab-
sorption of the solar radiation by atmospheric molecules.
The humidity also has a strong effect on the spectral

distribution. Spectral irradiance data with a humidity higher
than 90% are indicated in gray in Figure 3, with an exemplary

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of perovskite/Si TSC configurations. (Left) Monolithically integrated two-terminal tandem in which the
perovskite top cell and the Si bottom cell are electrically connected in series. (Middle) Mechanically stacked two-terminal module tandem in
which the perovskite top cells and the Si bottom cells are electrically connected in parallel. (Right) Four-terminal tandem in which the
perovskite top cell and the Si bottom cell are electrically independent.

Figure 2. Efficiency limit of the three perovskite/Si TSC
configurations with different band gaps of the top cell obtained
by detailed-balance calculations under standard test conditions
(AM1.5G, 1 kW/m2, 25 °C). The optimal band gap for the top cell
is 1.73 eV (point 1) for the series tandem and 1.81 eV (point 2) for
the module and the four-terminal tandem. The dashed line
corresponds to the SQ limit of Si.
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spectrum measured during a summer day with a high relative
humidity close to 100% shown in inset (3). A high relative
humidity (often coincident with high cloud coverage and rain)
results in a lower irradiation with an APE slightly blue-shifted
with respect to the standard spectrum. This is due to increased
absorption by water vapor molecules at 724, 824, 938, and 1120
nm46 and due to reduced Rayleigh scattering as more of the
solar radiation is Mie-scattered by water vapor droplets, which
only weakly depends on the wavelength.47

Around dusk and dawn, spectra are blue-shifted with respect
to the standard spectrum, as illustrated in Figure 3 by black
dots for spectra measured up to 20 min before and after sunrise
and sunset. The blue shift is due to absorption of solar radiation
by the broad Chappuis band of ozone between 450 and 700
nm.48 This appreciably affects the color of the spectra only
when the sun is near the horizon, hence the path length of the
solar radiation through the Earth’s atmosphere is greatest.49 An
exemplary spectrum measured during dawn is shown in Figure
3a, inset (4).
Seasonal- and daytime-dependent variation of the spectrum

is illustrated during the course of a clear sky winter (summer)
day in Figure 3b by blue (red) triangles. In the winter, the
spectrum is considerably red-shifted with respect to the
standard spectrum. During the course of the day, the spectrum
gradually blue shifts while the irradiation increases. When the
day draws toward noon, the irradiation reaches its maximum
and the APE is close to the standard spectrum. In the
afternoon, the irradiation decreases and spectra undergo a red
shift. Due to the lower AM in summer months, the spectrum
does not show the red-shifted APE values and remains much
closer to the standard spectrum while mainly the irradiation
changes during the course of a clear sky summer day.
Site-Dependent Perovskite/Si Ef f iciency Limit. Calculated

efficiency limits for perovskite/Si TSCs with the ideal band
gap for the respective tandem configuration as a function of
APE and irradiation are shown in Figure 4, taking spectral
variations and temperature changes into account. Because the
annually averaged APE of the two locations is similar to the one
of the standard spectrum, the ideal band gap combinations for
NL and CO are the same as those with the standard spectrum.
Note that locations with an annually averaged APE dissimilar to
the APE of the standard spectrum might have different ideal
band gap combinations.

The limiting efficiency of a Si cell is influenced little by
spectral changes. The limiting efficiency of TSCs on the other
hand strongly depends on spectral and temperature changes. A
shift in APE affects both the ISC and the VOC in the two
subcells. Because the ISC has a weaker dependence on the
photon flux than the VOC, the current-matched series tandem is
most affected by spectral changes. At high APEs and low
irradiations, the series tandem even features limiting efficiencies
below the one of the single-junction Si cell. Furthermore,
module and four-terminal TSCs show an increase in limiting
efficiencies as the APE is increased because a larger part of the
incident spectrum can be absorbed. The broad efficiency range
for a given APE value is mostly due to different irradiation
intensity because the efficiency logarithmically depends on the
irradiation (see SI S5).
The intensity-weighted limiting power conversion efficiencies

in NL and CO of spectral irradiance to electricity averaged over

Figure 3. Spectral variations over the year 2015 in (a) NL44 and in (b) CO45. The inset in (a) illustrates the wide variation in spectral
distribution by means of exemplary solar spectra measured (1) at noon during the summer with the standard spectrum (AM1.5G) shaded in
gray, (2) during a winter morning, (3) during a summer day with a high relative humidity, and (4) at dawn. The upright triangles and the
squares in (b) correspond to the course of clear sky days measured in winter and in summer, respectively. The continuous and the dashed
contour lines enclose 20 and 40% of the measured spectra, respectively.

Figure 4. Efficiency limit of the three perovskite/Si tandem
configurations and a single-junction Si cell under real illumination
conditions as a function of (a) APE and (b) irradiation, obtained by
detailed-balance calculations using data from both NL44 and CO45.
The dashed line indicates the APE and the irradiation of the
standard solar spectrum (AM1.5G).
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the entire year are summarized in Table 1. The efficiency losses
in realistic conditions compared to the standard test condition

originating from spectral variations, temperature changes, and
the use of a nonideal perovskite band gap are summarized in
Figure 5. Due to a higher average irradiation in CO than in NL,
efficiency losses are generally higher in NL. The series tandem
performs somewhat worse compared to the module and the
four-terminal tandem due to its sensitivity to spectral changes.
This effect is more pronounced in NL than that in CO due to
stronger changes in the spectral shape. Limiting efficiencies of
TSCs furthermore decrease by up to 0.3% because of
temperature changes. In total, the respective maximum annual
energy yields for a perovskite/Si TSC in NL and in CO are 531
and 893 kWh/m2 for a series tandem, 543 and 910 kWh/m2 for
a module tandem, and 544 and 911 kWh/m2 for a four-terminal
tandem, respectively.
Up to now, we assumed the ideal band gap for the perovskite

subcells. The limiting efficiency of perovskite/Si TSCs with the
commonly used methalyammonium lead iodide (MAPbI3) with
a band gap of 1.55 eV is somewhat lower. A series tandem with
a nonideal perovskite band gap strongly depends on the optical
thickness of the perovskite top cell because an optically thick
absorber does not achieve current matching (see SI S6). We
therefore set the absorption of the top cell to 80% in order to
maximize the efficiency of the series tandem with MAPbI3 as a
top cell. In this configuration, we observe similar trends as
those for the ideal band gap (Figure 5b), with an additional
penalty for the nonideal band gap between 3.5 (four-terminal)
and 8.1% (series tandem). The limiting efficiency of a
perovskite/Si series tandem with optically thick MAPbI3 is

only 30.6% in NL and 31.3% in CO, taking only spectra
changes into account. Consequently, perovskite/Si TSCs with
optically thick MAPbI3 should be built in either module or four-
terminal configuration in order to surpass the SQ limit of Si.
We note that in a realistic situation individual subcells might

be affected by stability issues or changing outdoor illumination
conditions such as partial shading, which has a direct influence
on the performance of TSCs. In particular, the series tandem
strongly depends on the performance of individual subcells
because the ISC is limited by the subcell generating the lowest
current. In addition, perovskite solar cells are currently farther
from their efficiency limit than the heavily optimized silicon
cells,2 and calculations like the ones shown here should be
performed whenever these tandem cells are to be employed on
a large scale, for the particular location with realistic device
parameters.
In summary, we have analyzed the influence of outdoor

illumination conditions on the limiting efficiency of different
perovskite/Si TSC configurations. The efficiency of perovskite/
Si TSCs is strongly affected by spectral and temperature
changes. Consequently, weather conditions at the specific site
of deployment should be taken into account when designing
perovskite/Si TSCs. Among all of the perovskite/Si TSC
configurations, the current-matched series tandem is most
affected by spectral variations and the use of a nonideal
perovskite band gap. The impact of climate conditions on the
limiting efficiency is primarily evident at low irradiations that
comprise a significant amount of solar spectra measured
throughout a year. These results indicate that perovskite/Si
TSCs at different locations may require different tandem
configuration and/or perovskite band gaps in order to minimize
the cost per kWh. We show that by using a perovskite top cell
with the ideal band gap for the respective tandem configuration,
perovskite/Si TSCs with power conversion efficiency limits
above 41% are possible for all three tandem configuration even
at nonideal climate conditions.
Moritz H. Futscher
Bruno Ehrler*
Center for Nanophotonics, FOM Institute AMOLF, Science
Park 104, 1098 XG Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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Table 1. Power Conversion Efficiency Limit over an Entire
Year for the Three Perovskite/Si Tandem Configurations
and a Si Single-Junction Cell in NL44 and CO45 and under
Standard Test Conditions (AM1.5G, 1 kW/m2, 25 °C)
Obtained by Detailed-Balance Calculations

Si cell
(%)

EG
perovskite

(eV)
series
(%)

module
(%)

four-
terminal
(%)

standard test
conditions

33.5 ideal 45.1 45.3 45.3

1.55 eV 41.5 42.2 43.7
The Netherlands 31.1 ideal 41.5 42.4 42.5

1.55 eV 38.3 39.6 40.9
Colorado, US 32.0 ideal 42.8 43.6 43.6

1.55 eV 39.5 40.6 42.0

Figure 5. Effects of spectral variations, temperature changes, and the use of a nonideal perovskite band gap on the maximum power
conversion efficiencies of the three perovskite/Si TSCs and a Si single-junction cell in NL44 and CO45 obtained by detailed-balance
calculations for (a) the ideal perovskite band gap for the respective tandem configuration and (b) a perovskite band gap of 1.55 eV.
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